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ABSTRACT 
Little research has been devoted to the treatment of shame. This exploratory 
study examined the understanding that current Marriage and Family Therapists have of 
shame and their thoughts of its importance in therapy. Six therapists participated in an 
individual interview. Three respondents were new graduates and three were approved 
supervisors through the American Association of Marriage and Family Therapists. 
Although the therapists interviewed reported various understandings of shame, overall 
the therapists agreed that shame is an important factor in therapy. The therapists 
interviewed also saw a need for more research on how to treat shame 
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Chapter I: Introduction 
We live in an atmosphere of shame. We are ashamed of everything that is real 
about us; ashamed of ourselves, of our relatives, of our incomes, of our accents, 
of our opinions, of our experience, just as we are ashamed of our naked skins. 
George Bernard Shaw (1 85& 1950), Anglo-Irish playwright, critic. 
Tanner, in Man and Superman, act 1. 
Shame is an emotion that all humans have felt, to some degree. These feelings 
might be as simple as a short embarrassment, or as detrimental as a lifelong feeling of 
worthlessness. Many theorists have hypothesized that those individuals who come in for 
therapy have an unhealthy level of shame residing inside them. Writers have called this 
excessive amount of shame by various titles including, internalized shame (Cook, 1987), 
being shame-prone (Tangney and Dearing 2002), or having toxic shame (Bradshaw, 
1988). Researchers have identified shame as a component of several pathologies and 
maladjustments, including depression, anxiety, bipolar disorder, narcissism, 
schizophrenia, eating disorders, conduct disorders, anger and aggression, alcohol and 
other drug addictions, and suicide (Kohut, 1971 ; Nathanson, 1987; Morrison, 1989; 
Harder, Cutler and Rockart, 1992; Harder, 1995; Tangney, Wagner, and Gramzow, 
1992). 
Nathanson (1 987) asserted that shame is an interpersonal issue. He stated, "It is 
fascinating to see what happens when we shift our focus away from the one 
experiencing shame and take the position that wherever there is shame there is a 
shamer," (Nathanson, 1987, p. 250). This issue goes to the heart of what Marriage and 
Family Therapists are trained to do. If shame is truly a relational issue, then shame is 
best treated by those most equipped to handle the interpersonal causes and issues that 
have developed because of it. However, it seems that much like many mental health 
professionals, Marriage and Family Therapists overlook shame. Lewis (1971) pointed 
out that the inability to identify and articulate shame on the part of clients causes 
therapists to overlook this significant attribute. In more recent research Zaslav (1 998) 
stated, "Inexperienced therapists may miss shameful states altogether.. .by failing to 
notice subtle shameful phenomena(s)," (p. 162). 
Shame is not only missed by inexperienced therapists, but is generally an elusive 
topic in therapy. There has been a lot of focus on shame in various fields, however, little 
recent research has been done. This lack of recent research is evidence of the difficulty 
therapists have in naming and treating shame. The purpose of this qualitative study is to 
gain insight into what current Marriage and Family Therapists are doing with shame, 
whether they think it is clinically significant, and if so, how they see its role in the 
development of diagnosable issues and how they treat its successive issues. 
Chapter II: Literature review 
Shame Definition 
"The basis of shame is not some personal mistake of ours, but the ignominy, the 
humiliation we feel that we must be what we are without any choice in the matter, 
and that this humiliation is seen by everyone." 
Milan Kundera (b. 1929), Czech author, critic. Immo~fality, pt. 5, 
ch. 12 (1991). 
Shame is a basic human affect. There are two extremes on the spectrum of 
shame, whose poles are total shame and shamelessness. A healthy level of shame falls 
somewhere between these extremes. It is healthy when it allows people to move and 
interact in society following the social norms; this level of shame has a positive 
restraining influence that encourages individuals to have discretion in their actions 
(Schneider, 1977). Total shame affects a person so deeply that they end up 
overwhelmed by their own feelings of worthlessness (Schneider, 1977). 
According to Potter-Efron ( I  988) "It should be remembered that shame itself is 
not a problem. It is an excess of shame, dominating an individual that distorts normal 
human development" (p.1 I ) .  These people end up closing themselves off from situations 
in which they must have contact with people. They therefore become outcasts by their 
own choice thinking that society does not approve of them, because they fear the 
judgment of others more than feeling the desire to have human interaction. On the 
opposite side of the spectrum is shamelessness. This is the total lack of shame, which 
would allow a person to act in ways deemed inappropriate by society. Those 
inappropriate actions would cause them to be outcast, and scorned by others living 
within the mandates of their culture. Extreme exarr~ples include such things as rape and 
murder. 
Many researchers have come to the assertion that people confuse shame with 
guilt in clients. Guilt is the feeling of inadequacy surrounding a flaw in an attribute or 
action, whereas in shame the flaw is the generalized person and not just a part of them 
(Tangney, et. al., 1992). Ursu (1 984) enlightens this difference further with the 
comparison that Guilt is to "doing" what Shame is to "being". The person feeling shame 
is not doing something wrong, but is something wrorlg. Shame affects the person so 
deeply that they no longer separate their individual actions from their sense of self. 
Shame Development 
At best the family teaches the finest things human beings can learn from one 
another-generosity and love. But it is also, all too often, where we learn nasty 
things like hate, rage and shame. 
Barbara Ehrenreich (20th century), U. S. essayist and author. 
The Snarling Citizen, "Oh, Those Family Values," (1995). 
Shame starts to build early in life. Researchers have hypothesized that a 
person's sense of shame begins during infancy. An Infant learns shame within the first 
few months of life by the caregiver's facial reactions to the baby's undesirable behaviors 
(Schore, 1998). This shame is not bad because the development of shame is important 
in the creation of conscience, but an overabundance of shame inducing reactions can 
communicate to a child that they are undesirable. Therefore, the unhealthy shaming 
process begins. Repeated communication of shame to a child will build on this early 
foundation of shame continuing to create a greater sense of shame-proneness. In fact, 
this shame is worsened even by caregivers that are not attentive to the child. In their 
book, Tangney and Dearing (2002) discussed further the importance of parents' use of 
positive disciplining to shameful disciplining. They state parents should guide "children 
toward desired behavior, rather than away from undesirable actions" (Tangney and 
Dearing, 2002, p. 183). Erik Erikson (1 994) posed shame as the opposite of autonomy in 
his eight stages of development. If people do not attain autonomy and instead fall into a 
shame-prone life, it is difficult to overcome that shame and find autonomy later in life, a 
person's level of shame impedes their ability to receive and give trust throughout life. 
Erikson saw the importance of creating identity and the barrier shame can cause to that 
identity and the pain that ensues. 
Of extreme importance, and yet a period of life overlooked in much of the shame 
research is that of the teenage years. Kaufman (1 989) stated, "Self-consciousness and 
shyness are present well before adolescence, but inevitably become heightened during 
this particular developmental phase" (p.43). Many teenagers have a narcissistic focus 
called the imaginary audience. If during their childhood they have shame-prone feelings, 
this imaginary audience most likely takes on the form of a disparaging audience. This 
faultfinding imaginary audience then creates within the teenagers a sense of inferiority. 
Although there has been little focus put upon shame in the adolescent years, one 
research project of note found that shame-proneness is very stable between the years of 
twelve and eighteen (Tangney and Dearing, 2002). This has great implications for those 
who work with these children. Throughout those years the people with whom 
adolescents interact must be sensitive to those feelings of shame and help them to 
overcome those cognitive tendencies. More research is needed to learn whether or not 
these formative years can worsen the hold that shame has on these shame-prone 
people. 
Whether the inadequacies a shame-prone person feels are imagined or real 
makes no difference, as shame will continue to have a strong hold on hislher life 
throughout adulthood (Kaufman, 1989). In fact, these feelings of worthlessness can 
increase in adulthood. Disparaging comments and statements by loved ones, bosses, 
co-workers, or other adults that the shame prone person see as confident and less 
shameful will increase hislher feelings of shame. Even if people are able to avoid being 
broken by shame during childhood and adolescence they still might be overtaken during 
adulthood (Kaufman, 1989). Kaufman gave four classes of shame activators that can 
emerge during adulthood. 
The first is Powerlessness. This class encompasses the feelings of a lack of 
control over their own lives. As a person grows and matures they learn to find power, 
and gain a sense of inner control. However, any event that expels this control returns the 
person back into an infant state and causes them to become in a sense powerless 
(Kaufman, 1989). 
The second class is that of Vocation. When one feels like a failure in their 
vocation they feel inferior to others. This "failure" can be a loss of a job, or being passed 
over for a promotion. In either case there can be a loss of a dream (Kaufman, 1989). In a 
society that is success-oriented individuals create dreams for their future. Once these 
dreams for the future are crushed, by being let go or passed over for a promotion, the 
individuals feel worthless, inferior, and unable to succeed. These feelings can lead to a 
tremendous amount of shame. 
Relationships are the third area of shame activators. In adulthood, relationships 
can be the source of some of the greatest opportunities for growth and happiness. A 
person can have an actual loss of relationship which then creates a loss of dream and a 
sense of inadequacy. Likewise, people who desire a relationship but are unable to find 
one can also feel shameful (Kaufman, 1989). Relationship losses are often the most 
painful. When people are not able to feel the closeness of others they begin to feel 
unwanted, and as those feelings are galvanized over time their sense of shame takes 
the place of what could have been joy. 
The final class of shame activators is that of Aging. The decline of performance, 
appearance and attractiveness due to aging causes many to perceive themselves as 
ugly and unattractive. This sense is even more noticeable in a society such as America, 
where botox, erectile enhancing. drugs, plastic surgery, and bleaches and dyes are 
commonplace. Those who are able to afford these expensive treatments maybe trying to 
avoid shame. Kaufman (1 989) stated, "The universal symbol of ultimate human 
powerlessness is death" (p.55). As death approaches, many of the abilities that one has 
attained throughout their lives degenerates into that of an infant. These feelings of 
powerlessness mirror infancy, which creates a sense of despair. 
Shame in Relationships 
Not all conflicts between siblings are good, of course. A child who is repeatedly 
humiliated or made to feel insignificant by a brother or sister is learning little 
except humiliation and shame 
Lawrence Kutner (20th century), U. S. child psychologist and 
author. Parent and Child, ch. 70 (7997). 
Relationships with shame-prone people are difficult to manage. First and 
foremost, relationships will lack intimacy and mutual disclosure as their shame will often 
cause them to be secretive and hide their weaknesses, causing their relationships to be 
shallow. On top of a lack of intimacy in their relationships, shame-prone people also play 
one of two roles: the "victim" or the "victimizer" (Harper & Hoopes, 1991). Shame-prone 
individuals may begin a relationship by being a victimizer and then later transition to 
being the victim in that relationship, or vice versa, and may at any time transition back to 
the other. Therefore, being in a relationship with a shame-ridden person becomes a 
constant process of keeping up with their role. Additionally, relationships for shame- 
prone individuals are never equal,. Because of this uneven relationship the shame-prone 
person sees everything that happens in a relationship as either being done "to them" 
(victim) or "for them" (victimizer) (Harper & Hoopes, 1991, p. 13). They never see a 
relationship as a partnership and never feel that things are being done "with them" as an 
equal entity in a relationship (Harper & Hoopes, 1991, p.13). This further complicates 
matters for those in a relationship with a shame-prone person. Friends and family of 
shame-prone people will find their relationships very volatile and ever-changing. Co- 
workers may never know how the shame-prone person will react, but will find 
themselves wondering if it is a good day or a bad one. Therapists may misperceive 
shame-prone individuals as resistant and even argumentative. As a therapist works to 
uncover the shame that the client is hiding, the shame-prone person will begin to bury 
their shame deeper, causing them to become defensive during therapy. By so doing, 
they might be perceived as "just a difficult client", rather than a client with issues of 
shame. 
Shame in Marriage and Family Therapy 
They, who have considered our nature, affirm that shame and disgrace are two 
of the most insupportable evils of human life: the courage and spirits of many 
have mastered other misfortunes and borne themselves up against them; but the 
wisest and best of souls have not been a match for these. 
Laurence Sterne (1 713-1 768), British author, clergyman. 
Sermons, sermon 16, "The character of Shimei" ( I  766), ed. 
Melvyn New, University Press of Florida (1996). 
To be effective, therapists must understand shame. Shame is a pervasive issue 
in therapy. Therapy itself is a shame charged arena. Shame "represents a global attack 
on the self, people have great difficulty in dissipating this emotion." Because of the 
difficulty people face in overcomirrg shame, even experienced therapists struggle to 
understand'the alleviation of shame (Lewis, 1992, p. 75). Shame permeates an 
individual's whole sense of self and deteriorates their ability to find happiness. The 
feelings of inferiority are so deep that normal methods of treatment may need to be 
augmented to account for the deep impact shame plays in the clients' lives (Feldman, 
1 996). 
It is vital for the therapist to be able to recognize shame when it is being 
experienced in the lives of hislher clients (Feldman, 1996). Erikson (1993) referred to 
shame as the forgotten emotion. Zaslav (1998) noted that particularly among 
inexperienced therapists there may be a greater tendency to miss subtle shame, by 
attributing it to something else, most often guilt. When a client is experiencing shame 
they will make global statements about their complete worthlessness. Fossum and 
Mason (1986) explained, "The roots of shame are in abuse, personal violations, 
seductions and assaults where one's sense of self has been trampled" (p.6). Clients will 
generally not come in stating "I feel shame," but will describe themselves in terms of 
being incompetent, stupid, a screw-up, or hopeless (Fossum and Mason, 1986). 
Tomkins (1 987) described one who is experiencing shame as, "lowering the eyelid, 
decreasing the tonus of all facial muscles, lowering the head via a reduction in tonus of 
the neck muscles, or a tilting of the head in one direction" (p.143). This description gives 
specific examples of what to look for in physicality of clients. However, there is no 
certainty as to what percentage of clients will express shame in this form. 
Schneider (1987) gave direction to therapists in dealing with shame. He 
remarked that they must attain a mature sense of shame. A mature sense of shame 
allows the therapist to be able to see the subtle cues and symptoms of shame early in 
the therapeutic process, rather than writing off those cues as something else such as a 
symptom of some diagnosis. Feldman (1996) stated, "Clinicians need to address clients' 
feelings of shame early in treatment" (p. 125). Only by having the awareness Schneider 
(1987) spoke of is it possible to address shame early in treatment. A therapist will be 
most effective in dealing with the issue of shame in therapy when both of these pieces of 
advice are heeded. 
Feldman (1 996) noted that if the shame-prone client does not feel understood by 
their therapist, the client will be more likely to discontinue therapy. 'The therapist must 
use tact in working with clients who are shame-prone to ensure they do not use shaming 
methods in therapy. Recent researchers have stated that therapists do not put enough 
attention on shame as it can be hidden by guilt, and even stated that therapists will often 
confuse shame with guilt. It may also remind therapists of their own shame that they 
have not attended to and they may avoid it due to their own uneasiness. A vulnerable 
therapist might look away as if to not observe a client's shame; even the therapist is of 
embarrassing the client. 
To study the assertion that therapists confuse shame and guilt, Ashby, Moran, 
Slaney, and Cotter's (1 997) survey study of psychologists found practitioners could 
correctly distinguish between the affective states of shame and guilt more than ninety- 
percent of the time. The weakness of this study is its only accounting for distinguishing 
between shame and guilt and not touching on the psychologists' ability to treat shame in 
clinical situations. This study points to an important finding; in order to gain an 
understanding of where others in the mental health field lie in their abilities to distinguish 
between shame and guilt. 
Nathanson (1 992) asserted that shame is an interpersonal and family issue. This 
statement, if true, means it is more necessary for Marriage and Family Therapists to 
understand how to recognize and treat shame than other mental health practitioners, as 
Marriage and Family Therapists claim to understand the systemic perspective of issue 
creation and treatment. Thus far, there has not been a study involving Marriage and 
Family Therapists ability to distinguish andlor recognize shame. 
"Shame, by nature, is contagious" (Lewis, 1971, p.15). With its contagious force 
shame can be passed from person to person, generation to generation, from client to 
therapist and even from therapist to client. While there has been little research to 
evaluate how much it is passed from one person to the next, and by what means. It 
seems to be a strong assertion by researchers that shame is very contagious (Lewis, 
1971 ; Ford, 2001 ; Bradshaw, 1988; Nathanson, 1992; Magai and Haviland-Jones, 
2002). This issue of shame being infectious illuminates the need of therapists to be 
aware of their own shame and understand how it affects them in order to protect from 
having their sessions wrought with personal feelings of defeat and unacceptability. 
Therapists will often find it difficult to work with the shame of a client when they are 
closely linked to the therapist's issues of shame. By both the client and the therapist 
feeling shame about the same issues they may both avoid discussion around that issue. 
This then creates an impasse upon which therapy will never move forward. 
It is important to understand that therapy is, in itself, a shame charged arena 
(Wurmser, 1981). In a place where shortcorr~ings and Raws are frequently discussed, 
shame-prone individuals may struggle with former and current states of shame. It is 
essential for therapists to utilize tact when discussing a client's shortcomings. When 
working with shame the therapist must first interpret the client's resistance before 
workiqg with the content of the shame. (Schneider, 1987). This emphasizes the need for 
therapists to pay attention to more than just the content of what clients say. Therapists 
must be able to read between the lines of what a client is saying and pay attention to 
facial and tonal cues. The shame prone client may be resistant to discuss their shameful 
feelings and the therapist must notice this resistance as an opportunity for growth. 
Tangney and Dearing (2002) gave specific examples of things therapists can do in order 
to work through shame with clients. First, verbalizing the shame and the shame-prone 
experiences helps to dissipate the shameful feelings. The second example is for the 
therapist to help the client reevaluate the feeling of shame. "Many clients really have not 
considered the difference between condemning a behavior and condemning the self' 
(Tangney and Dearing, 2002, p. 176). Lansky (1987) stated that "An intergenerational 
approach is decidedly useful in pointing to patients' reactivity to each other without 
shaming them" (p. 362). Children are particularly vulnerable to shameful feelings as a 
result of their parents' criticisms and disciplinary actions. This again points to Marriage 
and Family Therapists need to be able to work with shame, because intergenerational 
theory speaks to the transmission of symptoms from one generation to the next and is 
espoused as one of the foundational theories in Marriage and Family Therapy. 
Chapter Ill: Methodology 
Shame is an elusive topic in therapy. The lack of research on the topic in the 
general population is evidence of the difficulty therapists have in naming and treating 
shame as a common issue. Most research to date has been focused on defining, and 
explaining shame, however, there is less emphasis on the treatment of shame in 
therapy. This research project has been designed to find what current Marriage and 
Family Therapists' are seeing in therapy, whether or not they believe shame is a relevant 
factor in therapy, and how they treat it. 
Subject Selection and Description 
The participants in this study consisted of six therapists; three who are relatively 
new to the field and three experienced therapists. The three relatively new Marriage and 
Family Therapists are recent graduates of a Master's level Marriage and Family Therapy 
program that is accredited by the Commission on the Accreditation of Marriage and 
Family Therapy Education (COAMFTE) and are working toward state licensure as 
Marriage and Family Therapists at the time of interview. The other three participants are 
more experienced therapists that have attained the position of "Approved Supervisor" by 
the American Association of Marriage and Family Therapists. The combination of new 
and experienced therapists is designed to give the research a more holistic picture of 
what therapists are seeing from their beginnings and at a later point in their career. 
Subjects were selected by a convenience sample. They were all from the 
Western Wisconsin and Eastern Minnesota area. The motivation for a convenience 
sample was to limit costs of in-person interviewing. Although, the selection was based 
on convenience, there was great care given to finding diversity in the therapists, age, 
and clientele. While the experienced therapists were of a higher average age, there was 
some difference in age within each category. The recent graduates were of a greater 
age than typical new Marriage and Family Therapists. Also, this project involved 
therapists who work with populations of differing socio-economic levels, ranging from low 
income to upper income. The purpose for seeking therapists whose clientelle come from 
different socio-economic levels is to correlate the experiences seen among the different 
societal classes. Originally, there was attention given to finding therapists of different 
races, and of both genders, however, upon seaking interviewees, those that were 
available for interveiw were mostly white females. Only one therapist was male and of 
color. The lack of diversity in sex and race is one drawback to this study, but the lack of 
more non-white respondents reflects the racial make-up of Western Wisconsin and 
Eastern Minnesota. 
Inten~iew Question Development 
The interview question development began with three basic questions. 
1) Do Marriage and Family Therapists believe shame is a valid component 
of clinical disorders? 
2) To the degree Marriage and Family Therapists believe shame is a factor, 
how do they understand its role in the manifestation of a clinical disorder? 
3) To the degree Marriage and Family Therapists believe shame is a valid 
factor, how do they address it in treatment? 
The first question evolved from Nathanson's (1 987) statement that shame is a 
relational issue. If shame truly is a relational issue then Marriage and Family Therapists 
should see shame as and possess the knowledge that shame is a valid component of 
their clinical practice. Understanding this is the first step in discovering where Marriage 
and Family Therapists lie in their understanding of shame. However, answering the 
question of whether or not shame is a clinical factor does not go into detail about the 
therapists understanding of shame. 
The second main question is an extension of the first in that it looks deeper into 
the therapists' ability to recognize shame as a valid component of clinical disorders, 
rather than just stating that it is important. It is necessary to understand what role shame 
plays in disorders in order to treat it. 
The third question is integral to understanding the treatment of shame in therapy. 
Little attention has been given to the therapeutic treatment of shame in the literature. 
This question is an atternpt to discover what current therapists are doing in the treatment 
of shame. Answering this question also expands upon the current research, as it looks 
into what therapists are doing rather than just what shame means. Although Feldman 
(1 996) discusses utilizing an augmented therapeutic method, he does not delve into 
what that treatment should consist of. The direction of interest in this question is toward 
feasible and usable therapeutic treatments for shame. 
The above stated questions are the main points, however they are not ideal 
questions to ask therapists as they lack focus. In order to concentrate the focal point of 
each question it is necessary to increase the number of questions. 
l a )  How would you describe shame? 
1 b) As a Marriage and Family Therapist, do you believe shame is a clinically 
relevant factor? 
If yes, please elaborate why. 
If no, please elaborate why not. 
The first question asked of the therapists will be a "testing the water question". 
Asking the therapists to describe shame gives them an opportunity to state their level of 
understanding of shame, as opposed to the researcher's definition. This open question 
also allows the therapists to voice their own personal belief of shame as either a major 
concern or simply a minor discomfort in life. This question is then elaborated upon by 
question 1 b. Question 1 b is more straightfonnrard in that it asks if they believe shame is 
clinically relevant factor. It may also be necessary to ask the therapists to elaborate upon , 
their answer as it is a closed-ended question. 
2a) What major issues are created by shame? 
2b) Are there any specific diagnoses you would say are linked to shame? 
If yes, which diagnoses do you think are linked to a person's level 
of shame? 
If no, what might you respond to a client who brings up the topic of 
shame? 
After learning about the therapists' thoughts on shame and its clinical relevancy, 
it is then necessary to find the major issues that Marriage and Family Therapists see in 
their work with clients. 2a is an open question as to what effect the therapists believe 
shame has on a person's life. This is followed with a question regarding the clinical 
aspect of shame's influence, which allows the therapist to voice their thoughts on 
diagnoses' that are seen often in therapy with shame-prone clients. Follow-up questions 
include asking for an elaboration of the answer to 2b. 
3a) Please give an example of how you might typically deal with shame in 
therapy? 
3b) What skills do you believe a therapist needs in order to be competent in 
working with shame? 
3c) How did you become aware of shame as a clinical issue (e.g. academic 
training program, in their practice, workshops, etc.)? 
3d) How do you think we can improve training programs ability to help new 
therapists' understanding and ability to work with issues of shame? 
Discussing what therapists do to work with shame in the clinical setting is of most 
interest in this research project in that it can add to the current body of research. Which 
is limited. 
Final Questions 
Are there any answers you have given in this interview that you would like to 
elaborate upon, but haven't been able to? 
Is there any information you think would be helpful that has not been asked 
for in this interview? 
In order to give the therapists an opportunity to answer the questions to their 
fullest ability, the final two questions were added. These questions also elicit further 
thoughts that they might present as a result of thinking through their answers and the 
questions asked of them. 
The survey utilized in this study was based on the current literature and created 
by the researcher (see Chapter Ill). After doing an initial survey of the current data 
available in refereed journals, the researcher developed this survey in order to begin to 
extrapolate therapists' understanding of shame. The survey used was semi-structured in 
that it had ten general questions, but allowed the interviewees to answer questions in 
any manner that they felt was best. (see Appendices B and C). 
Data Collection Procedures 
The researcher interviewed each therapist individually, with four interviewees 
being face-to-face and two being by phone, due to therapists' time constraints. Although, 
the face-to-face interviews were more desirable than phone interviews, both allow for 
interaction freeing the interviewer to ask any questions that flowed from the interviews. 
There were some questions asked of certain respondents that flowed out of their 
responses. There was no attempt made to inform the interviewees as to the researcher's 
expertise with regard to shame as a clinical issue. The researcher allowed the 
interviewees to share their honest thoughts and opinions. No time limit was set, however 
each respondent was asked to set aside at least one hour for the interview. Each 
interview was recorded for later transcription. Directly after each interview the researcher 
transcribed the recording into text so the content could then be analyzed in more detail. 
Data Analysis 
After each interview the researcher studied the transcription for important data 
received in order to continue building upon the current data, and improve the future 
interviews. After all interviews were conducted the researcher created two tables. The 
first contained the answers from the three recent graduates (see Appendix B), and the 
second contained the answers from the Approved Supervisors (see Appendix C). The 
researcher utilized grounded theory as the method of analysis. 
Grounded Theory 
Developed during the 1 9 6 0 ' ~ ~  grounded theory made a break from other research 
methodologies. Grounded theory has now become one of the most widely used 
qualitative approaches in research. The goal is the creation of a theory instead of testing 
a theory. Grounded theory research concentrates upon the experience of research 
participants and thereby creates theories grounded in their experiences (Bowers, 1 990). 
Among other theories, the use of detailed questionnaires or some form of measurement 
that utilizes a "right" and "wrong" forced answers are the focus. However, in grounded 
theory research, open interviewing is one of the most frequently utilized data collection 
approaches. Also, instead of the interviewer guiding the interviews and leading the 
respondents as is popular in other research modalities, the focus of the interview in 
grounded theory is for the researcher to follow the respondent, and allowing them to 
guide the interview (Bowers, 1990). The beginning of the interview should have broad 
questions allowing the respondent to report hislher experiences free from the 
interviewer's bias. Grounded theory provides a method of looking for commonalities 
among the interviews, by linking common threads to create a theory. (Glaser & Strauss, 
1967). 
Remaining within the grounded theory tenets, the current study was designed to 
understand the experiences and treatment of shame in therapy from the Marriage and 
Family Therapists' individual perspective. The primary desired outcome of the interviews 
was to find if shame is really a part of a Marriage and Family Therapy practice, and if so, 
how they go about treating it. 
Chapter IV: Results 
Subjects 
The research consisted of six interviews, three new graduates and three 
Approved Supervisors. Each person was interviewed one time. Each interview lasted 
between forty and seventy minutes, with the average time being fifty minutes. The 
interviews were held at the convenience of the respondents. Each respondent was 
asked to set aside at least one hour for the interview. 
The approved supervisors interviewed had an average age of 53, with their ages 
being, 48, 55, and 55. The average age for the new graduates is 41, with their ages 
being, 36, 42, and 45. 
Five of the six respondents were Caucasian, with one of the new graduates 
being African American. Five were female, with one of the new graduates being male. 
All of the new graduates have been in the field for about one year. The approved 
supervisors have been in the Marriage and Family Therapy field for a cumulative 69 
years with the fewest years as a Marriage and Family Therapist being 18. All of the 
approved supervisors have held this designation for a minimum of ten years and are 
currently supervising Marriage and Family Therapy interns. All of the respondents are 
currently working in the Western Wisconsin or Eastern Minnesota area. The respondents 
have a wide array of clientele. 
lntervie w Analysis 
The results were analyzed using a table format and comparing responses for 
each question asked (for tables see Appendices B and C). For purposes of anonymity 
and organization, each respondent will be cited by their number of years in practice as 
Marriage and Family Therapists, T29, T I  8, and T22 for the approved supervisors. Since 
the recent graduates have all been in the field for one year, they will be referred to as 
Tla,  T l  b, and Tlc. What follows are examples and summaries of the therapists' 
responses to the key questions. See Appendices B and C for more detailed answers by 
individual respondents. 
Q: How would you describe "shame"? 
A: "Internalized Sense of Inadequacy" (TI 8). 
When asked to describe shame each respondent answered in a unique way, all 
but one response contained a statement of feeling some sense of inadequacy or the 
feeling of having done something wrorlg. Each therapist interviewed agreed that in cases 
where a client feels shame, there is some sense of the client feeling imperfect or in need 
of improvement. 
1-lc also stated that shame is a "sense of inadequacy". T I8  elaborated that 
shame is the feeling that "your core being is not good enough". T l  b stated, "Shame is 
more of an inner feeling that you're not satisfied with yourself'. T22 felt shame is "a 
profound sense of personal unworthiness, unrelated to any specific behavior." T l a  said 
shame is a "feeling of less than," the distorted thinking that "I am a bad person." T29 did 
not make a statement of shame being a feeling of inadequacy or less than, but that 
shame is "a biological reaction to something that isn't shaming per se." Each statement 
contains at least a piece of the definition found in the current research. Shame is a 
feeling of inadequacy, as most of the respondents stated, and it is key to realize that 
shame can become internalized whether their inadequacies are real or imagined. This 
coincides with T29's response that shame is a reaction to something that isn't 
necessarily shaming (Kaufman, 1989). 
Q: As a Marriage and Family Therapist, do you believe shame is a clinically 
relevant factor? 
A: "I don't believe you can have a clinical practice and not run into (shame)" 
(T29). 
All the respondents stated that shame is a clinically relevant factor using terms 
such as, "hugely" and "definitely". Only T I  b dissented from the rest of the respondents' 
emphatic response of shame's clinical relevance. T I  b argued that shame is only 
sometimes a relevant factor, "For some people shame is very powerful, for others it's 
not." T I  b also stated, searching for shame might be "damaging." When asked how 
searching for shame can be damaging, T I  b responded that bringing up shame with a 
client that is "so damaged growing up because of shame" could cause them to close 
down. What this therapist was acutely aware of is how therapists could destroy the 
therapeutic alliance by working too hard on the shame that the client is hiding and is not 
ready to share. 
Q: What major issues are created by shame? 
A: "The inability .. . to be connected fully in the world" (Tla). 
The major issues that the respondents viewed as arising from clients' having 
excessive amounts of shame seem at first glance, to be far and wide. All responses 
seem to agree with T I  a's thought that it is a piece of clients' lack of ability to connect 
with the world. T I  c sees shame as a cause of violence toward others and self. T I  b saw 
the clients with shame withdrawing inside themselves as the most evident issue. T22 
discussed seeing "disrupted relationships, with depression, anxiety, loneliness, isolation, 
and self injury" in clients with shame. T I  8 stated the major issue seen in clients with 
shame is an inability to parent effectively. T I8  stated that shame-ridden clients seem to 
unconsciously see the setting of limits and consequences as a form of abuse. T l a  stated 
that shame-ridden clients tend to have an inability to love themselves and be connected 
to the world. T29 said that the issue seems to come ,from unmet developmental needs, 
which have a negative effect on their future relationship formation. Although each of 
these responses seem to be very different, it is evident that all speak of the clients 
inability to create and hold healthy relationships with not only others, but themselves. 
Q: Are there any specific diagnoses you might say are linked to shame? 
A: "I think many diagnoses, maybe all, can be exacerbated by a history of 
shame in the family" (T22). 
T22 saw the affects of shame as exacerbating diagnosable issues. This thought 
is taken further by T29's comment that, "they come in with stuff that is not diagnosable." 
By this T29 was inferring that the people have fundamental personality flaws that cause 
"unokayness" with themselves or having a "low self-esteem". T I  8 focused on anxiety 
disorders and the personality disorder category, such as, "avoidant personality." 
Likewise, T22 stated, "Anxiety is one that some people have as a part of their genetic 
make-up". Other respondents also noted anxiety disorder as a common diagnosis 
among the shame-ridden population. Interestingly, TIC remarked on narcissism as being 
tied to shame. T I  c concluded that narcissists are "compensating to cover for their 
feelings of inadequacies". The lack of complete agreement among the therapists' 
responses is evidence of shame's all encompassing power. There are many diagnoses 
listed by these therapists and their statements seem to coincide with shame's ability to 
exacerbate a variety of diagnoses. 
Q: Please give an example of how you might typically deal with shame in 
therapy. 
A: "Find out where the disruption happened . . . (and) go through a process of 
acknowledging" (TI c). 
All therapists interviewed noted that shame seems to be an issue that is difficult 
to treat. T la  and T I  b both expressed the need to create an environment of "acceptance 
and validation," one where the client will not feel shamed by the therapist. T I  8 discussed 
an inability to reason a client out of feeling shame, such as telling them, "You shouldn't 
feel shame about that". T I8  also saw the holistic affect that shame has on a person. It 
does not just reside in the mind, or behaviors, but in the emotions, and physical body. As 
shame affects the whole person, a therapist needs to use a holistic treatment. TI8 said 
the treatment is a "marriage of cognitive, behavioral, and emotional therapies" as is seen 
in "experiential therapy". T29 has a client that seems to be "stuck" at the point in hislher 
life where the shame originated. When asked how to get at the shame, T29 said, to deal 
with shame means getting at it through the bodily experience of shame. After 
discovering what that bodily experience is, T29 then works on finding the earliest point of 
feeling that experience to see where the shame originated. This then allows the therapist 
to work on the shame from the perspective of its beginning rather than just working on 
the symptoms that emerge as a result of the shame. T22 saw a need for there to be 
understanding, explanation and an ability to help them de-pathologize. 
Linking the above answers provides a method of working with shame. First, there 
needs to be a place for the client to feel safe and able to express their needs. Second, 
the therapist needs to aid the client in understanding the roots of the disruption or 
shame. Third, the client must have their needs acknowledged and their feelings of short- 
comings placed in a more positive light. Lastly, there needs to be a holistic approach 
brought into the therapy with these clients as shame affects the body and mind. 
Q: What skills do you believe a therapist needs in order to be competent in 
working with shame? 
A: "Create a safe holding environment" (T22). 
Five of the therapists interviewed expressed the need for a therapist to be open 
and able to show empathy toward the client and hislher plight. The therapists felt that the 
clients would not be able to recover unless they are able to confront their shame, and 
only in an environment full of validation. T29, although very educated and 
knowledgeable about therapy, stated that she was unsure of what specific skills she 
would name as needed in working with shame. According to T29, this is due to the lack 
of clinical information in the current literature, which is a result of the noticeable short- 
coming of the current research. However, most therapists interviewed agreed there is a 
need for the therapist to create a safe place for the client to express shameful things 
where they are to be validated. 
Q: How did you become aware of shame as a clinical issue? 
A: "It is almost like it is inbred in you" (Tl b). 
All therapists interviewed discussed the feeling of knowing and understanding 
shame from a personal level before becoming aware of it as a clinical feature. Each 
therapist interviewed also had some experience with shame while in their training 
program, although not during the classroom training. The more experienced Approved 
Supervisors that have been in the field longer had trained with David Cook, a professor 
alumnus from the University of Wisconsin-Stout who created the lnternalized Shame 
Scale. The lnternalized Shame Scale is an instrument that therapists and researchers 
can give clients to test for level of internalized shame. To this day, the lnternalized 
Shame Scale is the most widely used form of measuring shame in a formal instrument. 
By contrast, the recent graduates did not train under Dr. Cook. None of these therapists 
found an understanding of shame through their training program's classes, but through 
working with clients and then finding a name for their clients' issues. This shows a lack 
of emphasis in the current classroom of this training program to sufficiently prepare the 
students for working with shame, as the therapists interviewed had to find it for 
themselves. 
Q: How do you think we can improve training programs ability to help new 
therapists' understanding and ability to work with issues of shame? 
A: "Increase trainees' ability to sit with painful issues and emotions" (T29). 
When asked about if and how trainirlg programs should be changed to improve 
shame, the therapists were overwhelmingly inclined to say that shame should be 
explored more in the programs. T la  even made the statement that shame would be one 
of the top five things she believes training programs should teach new therapists. When 
it comes to how it should be included, most of the therapists were left unsure of how a 
program could integrate it. T l  b thought the best place to add shame in the training 
programs would be to include it in the Family Life Cycles class. T'l b believed that just 
mentioning it as another feeling or emotion could be very useful. Therapist A said that 
the training programs should include how to read the clients' feeling of emotion through 
bodily reactions in general, but also including shame as a part of the discussion. T29 
worked with new therapists who have not been attending to the bodily aspect of mental 
distress. T I  8 believes that those students that are working to be good therapists and to 
understand shame should go to a few sessions of therapy as a client. Overall, the 
therapists all felt that shame should be integrated more in training programs, whether the 
focus is given in the "self of the therapist" piece of the program or in the Family Life 
Cycle class is not as important as the need to just include it. 
In summary, the therapists interviewed all see shame as a clinically relevant 
factor. It needs more attention in the research, and training programs should find a way 
to include it in their curriculums. Although the therapists felt strongly that programs 
should teach more about shame, they did not present strong opinions of how to include 
shame in training programs. 
Chapter V: Discussion 
Strengths and Limitations 
The greatest strength of this study is that there was plenty of opportunity given 
for respondents to share their own ideas and not share statements that meet some 
predetermined outcome. There was ample time allotted to each interviewee to share 
their thoughts without being limited by the researcher. Grounded theory research allows 
for theories to evolve from the participants in the interview instead of testing for a 
hypothesis. Grounded theory focuses on the process of synthesizing ideas from data 
and not testing hypotheses. Griffin and Hauser (1 993) found in their study comparing 
one-on-one interviews to focus groups, that one-on-one interviews produce more useful 
responses that contain new ideas and information. 'Therefore, to ascertain information 
about the experiences of individual therapists it was necessary to meet with these 
therapists individually and not in a focus group. Focus groups will often limit responses 
from some respondents and provide more room for others to share their opinions. The 
importance of free-flowirrg thoughts in this research is also why the researcher decided 
to do one-on-one interviews as opposed to a questionnaire that can be mass e-mailed to 
respondents. For example, T l  b stated that a therapist could "damage" using shame. The 
researcher deviated from the questionnaire and asked T'l b to clarify how a therapist 
could "damage" using shame. T l  b stated, "[It's] the balancing act to use it, but not dwell 
on it to the point that it shuts the client down." By allowing ample time and room for 
clarification within the study the researcher was able to better understand T l  b's 
statement. Another strength is that care was given to interview therapists at both 
experienced and inexperienced levels of training. It was necessary to interview approved 
supervisors because they tend to be more in tune with what training programs are 
teaching due to their supervisory position. 
This study was limited due to its qualitative nature. First, it was limited 
geographically. By only interviewing therapists in Western Wisconsin and Eastern 
Minnesota, the study can not represent Marriage and Family Therapists at large. This 
limits the conclusions that can be drawn regarding any therapists outside this area. 
Second, the research only includes six interviews. By only including six therapists 
in the study, the researcher is not able to draw conclusions from the general population. 
The research is limited by gender (five of the six being female), race (five of the six were 
white) and age (all six were over the age of thirty). 
Third, the interviews were conducted by a single researcher, with an extensive 
prior knowledge of shame. Therefore, the researcher approached the interviews with 
preconceived ideas and opinions. This limits the questions that were included in the 
interview process. It creates a need for larger studies involving grounded theory, and 
others that utilize quantitative analysis. 
Fourth, The basic interview questions were given to each interviewee in advance 
allowing them time to get their thoughts in order and prepare for the interview, therefore 
the results may not be reflective of the depth of understanding each interviewee might 
have if interviewed more spontaneously, or reflective of the knowledge they may have 
upon entering a typical therapy session. 
Finally, since most of the respondents were graduates of the same school, even 
though they graduated at different times, their experience may not generalize to 
Marriage and Family Therapists from other schools. 
Conclusion 
To be effective, therapists must understand shame because it is a pervasive 
issue in therapy. In fact, therapy itself is a shame charged arena. Because of the 
difficulty people face in overcoming shame, even experienced therapists struggle to 
understand the alleviation of shame (Lewis, 1992, p. 75).Shame is not only missed by 
inexperienced therapists, but is a generally elusive topic in therapy. There has been a 
focus on shame in some fields, however, little recent research has been done. This lack 
of recent research is evidence of the difficulty therapists have in naming and treatiug 
shame. 
Schneider (1 987) gave direction to therapists in dealing with shame. He 
remarked that they must attain a mature sense of shame. A mature sense of shame 
allows the therapist to be able to see the subtle cues and symptoms of shame early in 
the therapeutic process, rather than writing off those cues as something else such as a 
symptom of some diagnosis. 
In order to accomplish this mature sense of shame, more training is needed for 
Marriage and Family Therapists to gain a full understanding of it. In this qualitative study, 
the researcher found a lack of classroom training to be of main concern for the therapists 
interviewed. Each therapist interviewed had encountered shame and had to be "self- 
taught" in how to work with and overcome the shame. As shame permeates an 
individual's whole sense of self and deteriorates their ability to find happiness (Feldman, 
1996), it is clear that this problem needs to be addressed by therapists as well as 
training programs. 
Along with further training of therapists, more research needs to be done 
involving shame and its role in therapy. The author has been unable to find research 
done in the last five years to account for a growth or reduction in shame-prone clients, 
nor has there been any research to indicate how to deal with shame in a therapeutic 
setting. Solid, qualitative and quantitative research is needed in order to aid training 
programs in the education of new therapists. Therapists need to be prepared to 
understand and treat shame without creating further shame in the therapy room. 
Future research might include conducting the same qualitative study with a larger 
population of clinicians. One might even do a simpler study engaging therapists in critical 
thinking about how best to treat shame in the therapy room. After this, a quantitative 
study could be designed that would strengthen this foundation of qualitative information 
by exploring the specifics of treating shame, and studying the ability of therapists to 
recognize, understand and treat shame. 
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Appendix A: Interview Questions 
Interview questions for the research project entitled: 
A Qualitative Look at How Mamage and Family Therapists Make Sense of 
Shame, By Derek Willis Hagey. 
These questions are starting points. Follow-up questions will logically flow out of 
and be guided by the interviewees' responses. Typical prompting questions will be used, 
such as "please elaborate" and "please give an example". Questions will also begin as 
broad and unbiased allowing the interviewee total freedom in responding. Follow-up 
questions may become more directly tied to current knowledge in Marriage and Family 
Therapy and related fields. 
The three main questions to be answered are: 
1) Do Marriage and Family Therapists believe shame is a valid component of clinical 
disorders? 
2) To the degree Marriage and Family Therapists believe shame is a factor, how do 
they understand its role in the manifestation of a clinical disorder? 
3) To the degree Marriage and Family Therapists believe shame is a valid factor, 
how do they address it in treatment? 
l a )  How would you describe shame? 
1 b) As a Marriage and Family Therapist, do you believe shame is a clinically 
relevant factor? 
If yes, please elaborate why. 
If no, please elaborate why not. 
2a) What major issues are created by shame? 
2b) Are there any specific diagnoses you would say are linked to shame? 
If yes, which diagnoses do you think are linked to a person's level 
of shame? 
If no, what might you respond to a client who brings up the topic of 
shame? 
3a) Please give an example of how you might typically deal with shame in 
therapy? 
3b) What skills do you believe a therapist needs in order to be competent in 
working with shame? 
3c) How did you become aware of shame as a clinical issue (e.g. academic 
training program, in their practice, workshops, etc.)? 
3d) How do you think we can improve training programs ability to help new 
therapists' understanding and ability to work with issues of shame? 
Final Questions? 
Are there any answers you have given in this interview that you would like to 
elaborate upon, but haven't been able to? 
Is there any information you think would be helpful that has not been asked 
for in this interview? 
Appendix B: New Graduate Responses 
Jackson - an audience of mind is guilt, but shame is cover emotion. I think 
impoverished people you more of an inner feeling that people that feel a sense of 
were born in the ghetto but YOU'RE not satisfied with inadequacy or low self 
the ghetto wasn't born in yourself. worth often times that is 
you. To me this shows the something that is referred to 
differentiation between the as shame. 
distorted thinking people 
have sometimes that I am a 
bad person. 
AS an MFT, do YOU Hugely, Yes. It depends, some people Definitely. I have been 
believe =hame is a I think it is an underlying shame is very powerful, for trained to see it theme in many of the others its not. For some it systemically. Is it something 
relevant disorders and many of the has such a negative that therapists need to pay 
factor? situations I see that bring in connotation that the power attention to DEFINITELY? 
What major issues 
are created by 
shame? 
Are there any 
specific diagnoses 
you might say are 
linked to shame? 
the individuals, couples, 
and families to treatment. 
They may not be able to 
say that that is what I am 
feeling, but that it seems to 
be an underlying 
component as their 
relationship with 
themselves, and others and 
their ability to attach with 
others. 
The inability to love oneself 
and to be connected fully in 
the world. 
As far as the clinical world, 
% ~ ~ ~ p ' M " ~ j ? l ~ ~ p r e s s i o n ,  
Mood Disorders, NOS 
disorders, many clients that 
come into the doors of the 
therapist office may be 
given multiple diagnoses 
but underlying a lot of these 
diagnoses will be shame 
and it is difficult for 
therapists to get to it and 
heal it. Until that happens I 
don't think healing can take 
is so negative that it isn't 
helping the situation. You 
need to look at your clients 
and get a good feel for 
them and look at if it is 
going to be helpful or 
damaging. 
People feel guilty about 
doing something they 
shouldn't have done, or not 
doing something they 
should have. I think 
sometimes people get 
depressed because they 
are so ashamed of 
something they have done, 
that they can't look people 
in the eye or lift their head 
and don't want to face 
others. I think a lot of times 
it depends of the 
personality of the person, 
but they may withdraw 
because they think people 
know by looking on them. I 
think a lot of issues can 
come out of it depending on 
their personality and family 
make up. 
I am sure that depression 
and anxiety are two that 
shame is a factor in, 
depending on the person. I 
think the personality or a 
family that is blaming could 
play a role in developing 
shame within a person. 
We see it as systemically. 
shame is something that is 
created through a system at 
a primary level the family 
system or an extended level 
more of a community 
disruption. So we see the 
individual feeling less 
valued or less worthy as 
being connected to the 
system. We see this as a 
disruption in the system. 
Whether we call it shame or 
anger the issues that are 
created are violence toward 
others or toward self. It can 
also cause anxiety and 
insecurity things that can 
cause a person to not 
function at the healthiest 
level. Not to function at their 
highest potential. 
As a system's therapist I 
think some symptoms you 
might see are a really 
angry, insecure, anxiety 
ridden person. If dealing 
with an adolescent might be 
academic performance. I 
think narcissists have a 
great deal of shame as they 
are overcompensating to 
cover for their feelings of 
inadequacies. 
Please give an 
example of how you 
might deal 
with shame in 
therapy? 
What skills do you 
believe a therapist 




The biggest thing among 
the clients I have had is 
improving their self- 
ESTEEM; I think shame is a 
part of it. Neglect there is 
shame that they did not do 
what they were supposed 
to. Praising them for what 
they did do and what their 
parents may have 
overlooked. You should 
look at what are the issues 
around it why are they 
feeling the way they did, 
normalize a lot of IT; maybe 
they are shameful about 
something that is not 
shameful. Help them deal 
with it if it is normal. Help 
them find a way to 
decrease their shame over 
things that are normal. 
Empathy, 1 think that would 
be huge with shame, to be 
able to see how they got 
there, and view where they 
are at. If you don't 
empathize with the client 
than it would be very 
difficult to see them move. 
place on a core level. 
Well, to create an 
environment of acceptance 
and validation. As far as 
treatment approaches, you 
wuld do cognitive 
behavioral therapy, where 
you try to weed out the 
distortions; you aren't bad 
or a mistake, that sort of 
thing. You could do DNMS 
(Developmental Needs 
Meeting Strategy) or 
EMDR. 
Well, I am kind of Rogerian, 
I believe in total acceptance 
of clients where they are no 
matter what they bring. 
Whether its sex offenders 
pornography there are 
reasons why people do 
what they do in my mind. If 
they have a history of 
I think you want to get to 
finding out where the 
disruption happened, 
whether it happened in the 
family system or whether 
the disruption occurred in 
some extended system. If it 
was in the family system 
you would want to do some 
family history and get a feel 
for what the family 
relationships were like how 
the family communicated. 
Was there neglect or 
abandonment - was there 
abuse in the family system, 
that some how created a 
sense of shame, because 
the abuse or neglect or 
abandonment has been 
unacknowledged. So I think 
you would want to go 
through a process of 
acknowledging that abuse 
so that the person can see 
the abuse or neglect as 
separate from THEM. To 
get a chance to process 
that and have that grief and 
have the symptoms of 
shame addressed from the 
standpoint that whatever 
happened, whatever the 
disruption was it was not 
their fault. They should not 
be personalizing whatever 
the disruption was. And you 
want to acknowledge that 
because whenever we have 
difficult things that happen 
to us in our lives 
acknowledged we begin to 
bring sanity back to the 
person. The disruptions can 
create shame and 
unacknowledged shame 
over a long period of time 
the shame is going to get 
worse and worse until the 
shame is acknowledged. 
And the person has an 
opportunity to look at what 
happened and to be able to 
actually feel the emotion of 
what happened then have 
that shame shown in a 
more positive and healthier 
direction. 
I think proper training such 
as at UW-Stout. You want 
to be knowledgeable about 
how these types of things 
from a systemic viewpoint 
show themselves and be 
aware of what kinds of 
approaches people are 
using with clients and 
HOW did YOU 
become aware Of 
shame as a clinical 
issue? 
How do you think we 
can improve training 
programs to 
help new therapists' 
understanding and 
ability to work with 
It is almost like it is inbred in 
you. I was brought up 
Catholic and it might have 
been used there, but my 
family is not a shame 
family. I did not grow up in a 
family where they were like 
shame on you. I don't think 
it is healthy to have a big 
dose of shame. Early on I 
became aware of shame in 
clients they came in 
describing guilt, I feel bad, 
but really it is shame, they 
don't recognize it. You 
realize that is what they are 
dealing with even though 
they don't state it. I don't 
know if I ever thought of it 
as shame until now, but 
early on I saw it, without 
putting the name on it. 
I probably didn't think a lot 
about shame, maybe more 
guilt and I know they are 
different, but I guess for me 
shame feels more hurtful 
more right there eating at 
you. Maybe they should 
include it in family life 
violence or because of 
something that happened to 
them. It is necessary to 
create an atmosphere of 
validation and love. And the 
absolute know how on how 
to get at their distorted 
thinking. Which would be 
for me DNMS, which is a 
protocol or a wide approach 
a twenty set protocol to go 
at creating feelings for 
THEM. It is something I am 
getting a growing 
confidence in myself as a 
clinician. 
I myself work in the field 
with people who have been 
sexually abused in a unit. 
When I came to Stout I 
found specific language for 
it and I could name it and 
say that is what it is and this 
is what we need to do about 
it. And I think that the 
treatment of many disorders 
including those who have a 
lot of shame is an area that 
is growing in its ability, it is 
an area that is burgeoning 
and things that we did not 
have treatment for we do 
now and I find that as I am 
growing the field is growing. 
So I am able to better 
recognize because of 
people at Stout such as 
Dave Cook and the 
Internalized Shame Scale. 
There is not one place 
where I can say I first 
learned all about it. 
I think exposing them to the 
material; I think clinical 
programs can be so 
overwhelming for students. 
If I could choose my top five 
things to know: that would 
be on there. For people to 
know what shame is 
families to sort of work 
through these kinds of 
things. The other part is for 
any therapist to pay 
attention to the self of the 
therapist. You want to make 
sure that YOU'RE not 
bringing in your own 
baggage or that YOU'RE 
not interpreting a situation 
based on your experiences 
but you see a client for who 
they are in the room in the 
present and you haven't 
created some sort of 
symbolic relationship with 
the client based on your 
own struggles and your own 
past. I think some of the 
other stuff that may be 
effective is some of the 
guided imagery stuff, to be 
able to deal with the 
anxiety, insecurity all those 
sorts of things in the 
moment with the client. I 
have used relaxation 
techniques in the instance 
of the shame. I think as a 
therapist you want to be 
knowledgeable about all the 
varied approaches that 
exist for dealing with this 
sort of thing. 
I think it was when I began 
working with clients who 
were angry or anxiety 
ridden. I think as a therapist 
you are dealing with shame 
all the time. Shame 
presents itself to a greater 
degree in some people than 
others and you want to find 
out why. 
I have not thought a lot 
about how to train others. I 
think you want people to be 
in a program that is 
multifaceted with what 
theories it teaches. I would 
say that UW-Stout is doing 
what it needs to be doing. 
issues of shame? 
Are there any 
you have 
given in this 
interview that you 
would like to 
elaborate upon, but 
haven't been able 
to? 
Is there any 
information you 
think would be 
helpful that has not 
been asked for in 
this interview? 
Attach? How do you 
see shame affecting 
clients' abilities to 
attach? 
cycles class. I don't hear 
people say shame on you. 
but that doesn't mean 
people don't feel it. I think 
just mentioning it as 
another feeling or emotion, 
because we definitely talk 
about depression and 
anxiety, but the word 
shame is kind of taboo. 
I can't think of anything off 
the top of my head. I think 
that nobody is supposed to 
be wrong everybody is 
okay, but I think we still 
have our core values so it is 
difficult for people to 
separate their core values 
from what society is saying. 
Forty years ago when my 
parents got divorced it was 
shameful, but now it is the 
norm, right or wrong - 
agree or disagree it is the 
norm. It is interesting to 
take the word and think 
about how much its 
definition has changed 
because society has 
changed. 
Nothing. 
because it is so pervasive 
to so many of the disorders 
we see and the relationship 
problems people find 
themselves in. More 
exposure to the growing 
research for clinical 
applications. DNMS. EMDR 
I only got introduced to that 
because of people like Ten 
Karris that brought it in. But 
it wasn't a deliberate part of 
the curriculum and I would 
like to have seen that more. 
More focus on shame and 
how to work with it. 
I see shame as so evident 
in my daily practice. Such 
as a young child who was 
sexually abused or an older 
person who is a professor 
at a University. I see it as a 
pervasive element almost 
like the common cold. It 
cuts through gender race 
~ ~ c i o e c ~ n ~ m i c  class. I 
believe it needs serious 
research and we need as 
therapists practical 
strategies on how to get at 
it. 
Not that I can think of. 
I believe that people that 
feel shame are avoidant 
and tend to be avoidant and 
are unable to connect in an 
intimate way with others 
and they really set 
themselves up to not be 
loved and to not get what 
they really need from the 
outer world and they cut 
shame off from inside 
I don't know if my answers 
were too brief, but there is a 
ton of stuff we could spend 
hours talking about. 
I think you want to be very 
skillful, in working with 
clients in general looking at 
the more than just one thing 
but that people are made of 
physical, emotional and 
metaphysical aspects. 
When you talk about shame 
you want to talk about the 
physical, emotional, 
psychological and 
metaphysical being of the 
person. WE DON'T think 
enough about all the 
structures that people exist 
in namely the physical, 
emotional, psychological, 
and metaphysical. I think 
we need to do a lot of work 
in those aspects that we 
often overlook. 
And what does that 
StuckneSS mean? 
Should therapists be 
looking for shame 
underlying 
diagnoses? 
HOW do you 
recog n i ~ e  shame in 
clients? 
DO you ever use the 
term shame when 
working with clients 
where you see 
shame? 
Have YOU found 
in a 'Iient 
affecting your levels 
of shame? 
HOW would a 
therapist damage 
using shame? 
themselves because there 
is a part of them that feels 
their not good, so there is 
an internal message of 
shame, so they can't 
validate themselves so they 
really get stuck. 
That stuckness means they 
have an inability to feel 
good about themselves and 
an inability to attach to 
other people. 
Yes. Definitely. 
Outwardly, I can see at a 
very rudimentary level, 
w~thout doing any scale or 
measure, you can just see 
they are very dosed their 
eyes are very downcast the 
body posture may show 
they don't feel they are at 
an equal footing. They 
close themselves up that 
way. They look nervous. A 
mental status exam, they 
may over talk or not talk at 
all. 
Yes, I try to identify it as an 
emotion and as a condition. 
I believe just like anxiety, 
shame can be contagious. 
Because people who are 
upset tend to try to upset 
others. When others feel 
put down they may try to 
overcompensate by being 
arrogant or to malign the 
therapist. That is why as a 
therapist you should always 
try to detach and to take 
that observer view and 
know thyself. 
I don't think a therapist 
would necessarily would, 
but if they are trying to use 
shame with someone who 
was so damaged growing 
up because of shame, I 
think the therapist would 
see that coming out, and 
work with it but that's the 
balancing act to use it, but 
not dwell on it to the point 
that it shuts the client down. 
When you say use, 
what do you mean? 
Please elaborate. 
Is there a 
personality that 
would be more likely 
to take on shame? 
Is that how peer 
pressure might illicit 
shame? 
What would be the 
positives and 
negatives of a 
I think you don't have to 
blatantly use it, but you will 
know when you touch on it 
by their becoming a little 
shifty, eye contact isn't 
there, body language 
changes, maybe they shut 
down more. Because I think 
that those are the things the 
therapist is trying to bring 
out, the things that are 
hidden. Is it shame because 
it is integrated shame, or is 
it shame because they felt 
shameful about what they 
did. 
If other people put shame 
on you or it's your own 
shame. 
Someone that wants to 
please others. Because 
right away if they are not 
pleasing that person they 
might take on the other 
person's shame. I also think 
shame can take you in 
many directions, where they 
have depression and hold it 
inward, or they are 
oppositional defiant and are 
going to take it out on the 
world, you will see more 
aggression because of how 
they were brought up. 
You know how kids will pick 
on another kid because that 
is what their friends want 
them to. And they're not 
sure what to do about it, 
because they didn't want to 
and they knew better. 
Yeah, I think so, because 
you realize it is wrong and 
you did it any way. It can be 
useful to teach proper 
action, such as now you 
know that you felt SHAME 
or guilt and can stop. That 
is also how things become 
more and more acceptable 
because if 25 other people 
are doing it than it can't be 
too bad, but I think there is 
always that piece of you 
that knows it is wrong I 
don't care if 150 people did 
it, if I felt it was wrong and 
did it then I shouldn't have 
done it. I feel it could be 
useful if used correctly. If 
you can use it to help them 
understand right from 
wrong it can be good. 
The positive would be to 
teach them to not do it 
again. The negative would 
person having a 
piece of shame with 
them at all times? 
be for that person to have it 
so negative in them that it 
eats at them and it 
consumes them so that 
they are looking over their 
shoulder. If they are not 
able to move on. And again 
you are going to have 
different personalities that 
hold onto it negatively or 
positively. Every person is 
different that's what makes 
it interesting. 
Appendix C: Approved Supervisor Responses 
describe shime? I work when I think of shame. A particular example I 
believe shame is a 
clinically relevant 
factor? 
remember of his &s he 
described how when 
children are out with 
parents they might 
accidentally grab someone 
else's hand, and when they 
look up and find that it is not 
their parent but is someone 
else the feeling that they 
have then is a feeling of 
shame. I thought that was 
an interesting description. 
So that is what I think of 
when I think of shame, that 
it is a biological reaction to 
something that isn't 
shaming per se. That is not 
real concise or articulate. 
Well I don't believe you can 
have a clinical practice and 
not run into it, so yes. I 
would say that it is, but I 
would have to say that I 
don't think about or talk 
about shame in therapy, or 
at least it is not a part of the 
intake per se, I am not 
assessing for shame. So 
woven into the whole of the 
clinical assessment that I 
don't separate it out per se. 
That being said I do have 
one client; I have been 
working with for a long time 
that is clearly stuck in 
shame. When I say that I 
don't identify it as a 
separate emotion. I don't 
give people the shame 
scale, but some of the work 
I have done through 
Linnehan's dialectical 
behavior therapy, one of the 
things she has clients do is 
fill out a weekly diary cards, 
and among those cards 
among other things like 
urges for suicide or self 
harm, but also emotions 
and distress levels and 
shame is one listed. And 
this client I have been 
working with for a long time, 
we have the other one's 
down like the anger and the 
fear, but the shame one is 
being stuck up there. So I 
am acutely aware of it, in 
that particular case, but in 
most cases it is not 
inadequacy, like your core 
being is not good enough. 
Yes I do. In the population I 
have worked with it 
certainly has shown. I have 
worked with people from 
the county who may have 
been sexually abused or 
had issues with alcoholism. 
Either in the family or 
among themselves. This is 
the one piece that they can 
get all the wonderful 
thoughts in their head, but 
they still can't change 
because it is something 
deep inside themselves that 
they just can't seem to 
erase. 
pe'rsonal unworthiness, 
unrelated to any specific 
behavior, unlike guilt which 
has a precipitating factor 
and can be remedied at 
least theoretically. Its lack 
of specific cause makes it 
more insidious. 
Yes, I believe it is central in 
terms of giving a "handle" 
on this type of pervasive, 
irrational feeling of not 
being worth loving, etc. I 
think it passes through 
generations - a family may 
have a legacy of shame. 
One member might "carry" 
another's shame. Abuse, 
chemical dependency, 
trauma can all bring shame. 
What major issues 
are created by 
shame? 
Are there any 
Specific diagnoses 
you might say are 
linked to shame? 
Please give an 
example of how you 
might deal 
with shame in 
therapy? 
Well, I think it is like a 
negative feedback cycle, 
poor decision making or 
poor choices and then they 
will have a fall out from 
there. That can be in 
relationships money more 
using parenting or even if 
they don't make such poor 
decisions; they don't get joy 
out of better decisions. The 
real thing is they can't have 
quality relationships. They 
often have a fear of 
disciplining a child or they 
are fearful to set limits for 
the child because it takes a 
strong ego sense to have a 
child upset with you. 
Parenting is difficult for 
those with high levels of 
internalized shame and 
they see methods of limit 
setting as a form of abuse. 
A lot of personality 
disorders, depression. 
avoidant personality, and 
certainly anxiety. I think 
anxiety is one that some 
people have as a part of 
their genetic make up, they 
may not have had any 
mental stressors that 
caused them to have 
shame, but more of the 
anxiety itself causing them 
to develop a sense of 
shame within themselves. 
They become hyper-vigilant 
and self critical. 
We can't talk or reason 
them out of it, you need to 
hear and take an 
experiential approach 
where they can have their 
own ahha. That shows they 
have done something that 
is significant and would 
mean recovery. That shows 
them they can make 
changes in my life. 
something I even name or 
talk about generally. 
One of the things I have 
been doing more recently is 
EMDR, more recently there 
is a person who took EMDR 
into another direction, 
Shirley Schmidt, the 
developmental needs 
meeting strategy. The 
whole premise of that 
approach is that some 
things that clients come to 
talk to us about are strictly 
present related, but so 
many things in the present 
have their roots in the past. 
In particular in unmet 
developmental needs, 
which I believe, that is 
where shame starts. I mean 
it can come from outright 
abusiveness, teaching 
people to think they are 
bad, but I also think it 
comes from not getting 
validation that is needed, 
more of an absence from 
something rather than from 
something that is being put 
upon someone. 
So I mean low self esteem 
in general would go with 
that, obviously there is a lot 
of that in substance abuse 
disorders and eating 
disorders. But really I think 
it is at the core of so many 
of the disorders, you deal 
with day to day. 
Sometimes they come in 
with stuff that is not 
diagnosable, but more 
unokayness, which is tied 
into the low self esteem. 
No one has ever come up 
with that or named that, but 
I do have a client I have 
been seeing for years, who 
I am pretty sure has 
dissociative Identity 
disorder and I believe there 
is a part of her that is so 
stuck in the past wherever 
that shame originated and 
this is a client that was 
Disrupted relationships, 
depression and anxiety. 
loneliness and isolation, self 
injury. 
See above - I think many 
diagnoses (maybe all) can 
be exacerbated by history 
of shame in family. 
Name it, define it, explore 
client's understanding and 
explanation, explore 
differences between shame 
and guilt, possibly give 
client something to read 
about shame, link into other 
issues, de-pathologize 
Ability to contain strong 
emotion and create a safe 
"holding environment" as 
part of therapy; sense of 
humor and positive 
strength-based focus 
combined with deep 
empathic approach; doing 
own work around shame 
and other issues; ability to 
use self of therapist 
effectively 
Initially in training program 
and workshops, but really 
made sense only after 
working on this with clients 
It is a marriage of cognitive, 
behavioral, and emotional 
therapies. Such as 
experiential that has a piece 
of all those. Shame affects 
the whole person and so 
the treatment often needs 
to cover the whole person. 
They have to get past the 
need to cure people and 
offer too much information. 
They need to be okay with 
that person's shame in the 
room. They must be in 
touch with their own shame 
to allow the client to be in 
touch with their shame. And 
be able to show acceptance 
of a client's shame. A 
person that has shame can 
not allow the client to do 
that and will be too 
cognitive. New therapists 
often offer too much advice 
and not allowing the client 
to search for answers 
themselves. 
In the 80's was the whole 
AODA codependent 
movement, I don't know 
when exactly I became 
aware of it. But I think it is 
one of those things that you 
go oh yeah I know that. I 
remember when 1 was at 
Stout there was someone 
that did a presentation on 
shame. 
Whatskillsdoyou 
believe a therapist 




HOW did YOU 
become aware Of 
Shame as a clinical 
issue? 
repeatedly sexually and 
verbally abused. She has 
come a long way in therapy, 
but I don't know how we 
have been able to come at 
this particular piece, using 
many different angles, I 
don't feel I have found the 
answer yet. 
If I think about shame and 
this client where we have 
become stuck on the 
shame issue, I try to deal 
with it by getting at the 
bodily experience of shame; 
it could be turning red, rapid 
heartbeat what ever they 
associate with it. And then 
use affect bridge, once they 
get that sense of shame 
clear in their mind, let the 
mind float back to the 
earliest time they had this 
shame feeling, thoughts. 
Using the sensorimotor, 
rather than just talking 
about it, what I wouldn't do 
is say that it is nothing to be 
ashamed about, I might use 
psycho education, but I 
would just say you shouldn't 
feel ashamed about that. 
Idon'tknow. 
The Nathanson stuff and 
when Dave Cook was doing 
his shame scale that was 
my first exposure to it as a 
concept, but I have never 
attended a workshop on it. I 
just did some reading. I 
have not ever used the 
shame scale. Which is 
interesting because I am 
learning something new 
frequently. But there is 
something about this 
concept that hasn't grabbed 
me the way other things do. 
The difference may be that 
other things give me a 
How do you think we 
can improve training 
programs ability to 
help new therapists' 
and 
ability to work with 
jssues Of shame? 
Are there any 
you have 
given in this 
interview that YOU 
would like to 
elaborate upon, but 
haven't been able 
to? 
Is there any 
information you 
. think would be 
helpful that has not 
been asked for in 
this interview? 
Why do you think 
there has not been 
too much focus on 
shame? 
They need to be 
comfortable in the room 
with shame, and then they 
can help clients. They get 
so overwhelmed with it and 
then give the advice rather 
than allowing the client to 
sit with it. 
I also think that they should 
go through a little therapy 
themselves so they can see 
what the client is going 
through. 
Do we as therapists, pick 
up clients shame, I wonder? 
You can get stuck in the 
clients system. 
I think that you must 
understand shame because 
you see the defenses and 
think that it is something 
else that is more hostile or 
resistant to therapy, rather 
than opening up their 
shameful piece to the 
therapist. 
No. 
Probably because it is 
difficult to measure and how 
do you put it in a package. 
And you know the whole 
era of the co-dependent 
thing became overdone, it 
is a thing of the 80's. 
place to go or how to move 
beyond it, whereas 
everything I have seen on 
shame has been how to 
measure, and assess it but 
not how to work through it. 
I supervise interns, but I 
don't really know what is 
happening in training 
programs, but there could 
be more done in getting at 
the bodily aspect of shame 
or anything else for that 
matter. How people can use 
their bodily reactions to 
recognize how to turn 
around, stop or get release 
so that the pattern is 
broken. 
PTSD is something else 
that may have an element 
of shame to it. There really 
is no diagnosis that gets at 
mini traumas or low self 
esteem in adulthood. 
I would have liked to have 
known what prompted your 
interest in shame 
More focus on person of 
therapist in training, 
because our own issues as 
well as reactivity to shame 
can be critical variables in 
its treatment; increase 
trainees' ability to sit with 
painful issues and emotions 
without trying to fix or 
necessarily even 
understand; focus on ability 
to engage in deep 
emotional work as 
therapists, not just symptom 
relief or solutions; grief and 
loss training; 
multigenerational training, 
beyond here and now 
focus. 
No 
No - I was curious why you 
picked this topic but that's 
all. 
